Finance

Overview

Academics & Admissions

Programs

Courses

Faculty

Courses

- Fin 303: Money and Banking
- Fin 331: Business Finance I
- Fin 333: Financial Markets and Institutions
- Fin 334: Investments
- Fin 339: Personal Finance
- Fin 341: Risk Management and Insurance
- Fin 342: Life and Health Insurance
- Fin 351: Principles of Real Estate
- Fin 353: Real Estate Valuation and Appraisal
- Fin 361: Quantitative Financial Analysis
- Fin 380: Topics in Finance Abroad
- Fin 395: Honors Thesis in Finance
- Fin 411: Finance Fundamentals for MBA Applicants
- Fin 431: Financial Decision Making
- Fin 441: Property Insurance Contracts/Operations
- Fin 442: Commercial Liability Insurance
- Fin 445: Internship In Insurance and Risk Mgmt
- Fin 451: Real Estate Law
- Fin 453: Advanced Income Appraisal
- Fin 455: Real Estate Finance and Investment
- Fin 461: Financial Statement Analysis
- Fin 468: International Financial Management
- Fin 499: Business Finance Topics
- Fin 533: Security Analysis and Portfolio Mgmt
- Fin 534: Managing Financial Institutions
- Fin 537: Bank Management I
- Fin 538: Bank Management II
- Fin 542: Enterprise Risk Management
- Fin 555: Real Estate Investment Analysis
- Fin 568: International Finance
- Fin 581: Futures, Options, and Swaps
- Fin 620: Advanced Directed Study
- Fin 622: International Finance
- Fin 626: Seminar in International Econ & Finance
- Fin 631: Seminar in Business Finance
- Fin 633: Investment Analysis
- Fin 634: Financial Management I
- Fin 635: Financial Management II
- Fin 636: Financial Mgmt Health Care Institutions
- Fin 637: Management of Financial Intermediaries
- Fin 642: Applied Probability Modeling
- Fin 644: Financial Econ: Continuous-Time Models
- Fin 650: Research Colloquium in Econ & Finance
- Fin 695: Special Topics in Finance
- Fin 697: Thesis
- Fin 797: Dissertation